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Since the Eighth Session of the Group of Experts,
the Convenor has worked
with representatives
of the International
Hydrcgraphic
Organization/
( Intergovernmental
Oceanic Commission General Bathymetric
Chart of the Ocean
(GEBCO) to develop further
agreement regarding
terms and definitions
of
undersea features
and other matters of concern.
This work was done in
compliance with recommendations
made at the Third UN Conference on Geographical
Names, specifically
Resolution
No:22.
He met with GEBCO people in April,
1978, in Victoria,
British
Columbia,
Canada; in August, 1978, in New York; and in September in Washington,
D.C.
Also in July he met with Messrs. Komkov (USSR), Meynen (Federal
Republic of
Germany), and Radd (Hungary),
who were in Washington,
D.C. area to attend
the Ninth International
Conference
on Cartography,
to review progress made
in elaborating
a common list of terms and definitions.
After these meetings,
the Convenor circulated
letters
to members of
the Working Group to inform them of progress made and to seek their advice.
The last letter,
sent out December 8, 1978, contained
terms and definitions
'approved
by GEBCO and those provisionally
approved by the Group of Experts
on Geographical
Names. Members were asked to compare the terms and definitions
and to select the ones they preferred.
They were asked to carry out this
task and to send the Convenor their decisions
by early February l.979, so he
could collate
the results
and make recommendations
at the Eighth Session of
the UNGEGN regarding
the acceptance of terms.
In contrast
to theicontinuing
work still
required
to reach agreement
on a single list
of terms and definitions,
complete consensus was attained
on guidelines
for naming undersea features
and on a form for proposing
new
names. Much work went into the revision
of an original
draft of the guidelines and it is to the credit
of all concerned that an acceptable
statement
was finally
produced.
Equal credit
is due them for reaching agreement on a
proposal
form.

Presen,ted with this paper are materials
on which members of the Group
of Experts should express their views at the Eighth Session.
Attachment 1
is the circular
letter
disseminated
to the Working Group December 8, 1978,
which contained
the lists
of undersea feature
terms and definitions.
Attachment 2 is "Undersea or Maritime Feature Names Proposal."
Finally,
Attachment 3 is the.paper,
"Guidelines
For the Standardization
of Undersea Feature
Names."
The Convenor hopes that by the time of the Eighth
have heard from members/of the Working Group concerning
and can propose the adoption
of terminology
acceptable

Session, he shall
the terms and definitions
to all.

With regard to maritime
features,
the Working Group has taken no specific
action since the Seventh Session.
According
to the relevant
documents of
the Athens Conference
(report
of the Working Group and Resolution
Zl), the
International
Hydrographic
Organization
(IHO) has begun work to update
Special Publication
No. 23 ("Limits
of the Oceans and Seas") and has constituted
a committee to recommend procedures
for naming maritime
features.
In view
of these activities,
the Working Group, in the opinion of the Convenor,
should not initiate
work-independently,
but should cooperate with IHO at
the appropriate
time.
Because UN efforts
on maritime
features
thus is
being deferred,
the Convenor agreed to omit reference
to such features
in
the Guidelines
cited above.
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1. This letter
No. 2.. It also
undersea feature

summarizes ny work as convertor since Circular
Letter.
asks for your guidance on the matter of approving
I
terms and definitions..
-1
2. On August I, I met with three members of the Working Group who were
attending
the Ninth International
Conference
on Cartography
that took
place near Washington,
DC. The purpose of the meeting was to review.
progress
of the Working Group, in collaboration
with the International
Hydrographic
Organization
- Intergovernmental
Oceanographic
Commission
of UNESCO (IHO/IOC),
to develop principles,
terms and definitions,
and a
names proposal
form for undersea features.
Members participating
were
Prof. Komkov, Dr. Meynen, and Dr. Rado.
The chief item of our concern
was a list
of terms and definitionethat
represented,
in my opinion,
the
results
of a meeting I had with IHO/IOC'representatives
in Victoria,
British
Columbia., Canada, last April;
I described
this meeting in .
Circular
Letter
No. 2. While progress
was made at the Victoria
meeting,
the IHO/IOC and the UN terms and definitions
continue
to differ.
When I
met with members of the UN Working Group in August, I pointed
out the
areas of disagreement,
and I asked the members to review the lists
and
to provide
conments at a later date.
.
to discuss how
3. Since then, I again met with IHO/IOC representatives
we could nake further
progress.
This meeting took place in New York on
August 30, and included
Mr. G. N. Ewing, Chairman of the joint. IHO/IOC
Subcommittee
on Geographical
Names and Undersea Nomenclature,
and Rear
Admiral D.C. Kapoor (Royal Indian Navy, Retired),
Secretary
of the
Subcommittee
and a director
of the Directing
Committee of the IHO,
'
(This subcommittee
is concerned with nomenclature
to be used on the 5th
edition
of the IHO/IOC General Bathymetric
Charts of the Ocean (GEBCO)
at 1:10,000,000.)

.
)

A'M'ACmIEIC"T 1

.

4. At the New York.meeting,
we agreed t'nat the best action to take-now
would he to prepare a list
that showed IiJO/IOC and UX terms and
definitions,
and to ask nem3ers of the Xorking
Group to chose the ones
they preferred.
This list
is attached
as Annex I;
I urge each of you
to review the terms and definitions
and to send me vour comments as soon
as possi5le.
It would be indeed gratifying
if ue could settle
this
natter
during
the next meeting of the Group of Experts scheduled for
Xarch 1979 in New York.
5. The IHO/IOC representatives
have asked me to call attention
to the
fact,that
the IHO/IOC list has been carefully
worked out by a committee
of internationally
recognized
scientists
and oceanographers
active
in
.
the fields
of marine geology,
hydrography,
and oceanography.'
They also
requested
me to quote the text which accompanies the terms and
definitions
proposed by IXO/IOC in a paper circulated
at the Third UN
Conference
on the Standardization
of Geographical
Nanes,
E/CONF.69/L.:OO).
This is found as Annex II.
(Since circulating
the
.
paper at Athens, the IW/IOC has changed some terms and deE.initions.
These changes are the result
of collaboration
with the LW, and are
reflected
in Annex I.)
I
6. As Convenor of the Working Group, I-have
attempted
to put forward
for your consideration
terms and definitions
that incorporate
those of
the IHO/IOC to the maximum degree feasible.
While undertaking
this
action,
I recognize
that in some cases I have preferred
terminology
applied
by the U.S. Board on Geographic
Wames. Nevertheless,
I have
continued
to study the terms and definitions
presented
by IHO/IOC with
the intention
of working
out final
agreement;
and I know the IHO/IOC has
done the same. But now it'is
appropriate
for the UN Working Group to
provide
me with direct
guidance and recommendations.
In this task,'1
urge you to consult with persons in your,respective
countries
who are
experienced
in the fields
of oceanography
and sea-bottom
nomenclature.
.

Richard R. Randall
Convenor
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A scnmount

linvirrn

n compnrntivcly

or tine
smooth,

projecting

(llcnch; Deep Scn Tcrrncc)
A telntivcly
Ilnt
horizontal
or gently
inclined
surfnce,
somctimcs
lonp, nnd narrow,
which is bounded by n steeper
ascending
slope on one aide and by n steeper
descending
slope on the opposite
side.

(Cllyot*)
flnt top.

A nubordinntc
clcvntfonr
ridxo,
outward from a IntRot
Ecntrtrc.-

basins.,

(Continental
Slope; Ialnnd Slope)
The slope
seaward from the shelf edge to the bcainnlnp,
oE a
continental
rise or the point whcrc there fs a
Scncral
reduction
in slope.

scparntlnp,

SLOFE

TlXUlCE

-.

ot! a @p or snddle

The Iow part

SILL

(Continents1
SheIF)
A zone adjacent
to a continent
(or around an islnnd)
and extendInS
Prom the low
wntcr line to a depth at which there is usually
a
mnrkcd increase
of slope towards oceanic depths.
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(Continued)

Definition

ACM&D TERHS AND DEFfNlTIONS

Term

I.

.L.
._..

*
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VALLEY

/

(Submarine
Valley)
A
dcprcasion,
the bottom
continuous
cradicnt,
used Kor Ecatures
that
ch.ar4iFh2riotica
Car a
extcnl.,

A lonp, dcpresslon
of the nca Floor
chnrnctrristicnlly
flat bottomed and atccp
and nnrmatly
shnl.l.owcr
than n trench.

TROUCll

rclntivcly
shnllow,
wjdc
oC which usually
has a
This term is Scncrntly
not
hava cnnpon-1 Ike
slp.nlKicnnt
pottlon
ot lhelr

sldcd

A Ionp,, narrow,
characteristically
very deep and
snymmetr1cnI
deprc?ssl.nn oI 111~ sea floor,
-wIti,
rclati.vely
nteep sides.

-IDelinition
TRIWCII
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F;rreward
to "UXDERSEA FEATURE TERXINOLOGY,"
Recommended for Use in GEBCO Fifth,Edition.
The Joint
IHO/TOC Guiding Committee on the General Bathymetric
Chart
of the Oceans (GEBCO) in 1974 appointed
a Sub-committee
on
Geographical
Names and Nomenclature
of Ocean Bottom Features.
The
purpose of this Sub-committee
is to advise on names and nomenclature
to be used on the GEBCO '1:lO M series
of charts.

.,

This Sub-commgttee
has made an exhaustive
study of the many-lists
of
definitions
of undersea
feature
terms presently
found in or
historically
used by National
Boards.of
Geographic
Names,
international
and inter-governmental
organizations,
marine geoscience
and hydrographic
literature
and widely
recognized
glossaries
of
. geological
terms.
:
The list
which follows
is comprised
of terms, that are defined
as
closely
as possible
to correspond
to their
usage in the cited
references
taken from literature
of ocean science,
hydrograp'hy
and
exploration.
In developing
the definitions,
it was realized
that
modern investigations.
at sea have the advantage
of using very
advanced instrumentation
and technology
that enables a more precise
description
of certain
features
than was previously
possible.
There
has also been an.attempt
to limit
the usage of precise
physical
dimensions
in the definition
of features..
In preference,
words that
indicate
relative
sizes such as extensive,
large,
limited
and 'small
have been used.
In addition,
the definitions
are based almost
exclusively
on a geomorphological.descri?tion
of the features
themselves
rather
than naking use of their navigational
connotation,
'5
The Sub-committee
recognizes
that as ocean mapping continues,
.
features
will be discovered
that are not adequately
defined
in this
list
and therefore
new terns will
have to be addedIn the same
seose, the Committee is aware that,nany
named features
such as "Gap*',
"Deep" and "Swell"
have widely accepted historical
usage.
However,
the Committee has not attempted
to define
them because the
description
of these particular
features
is included
among the
present
definitions.
.Contained
in the lis't of definitions,'
and marked by an asterisk,
are
a number of synonymous and descriptive
terms commonly used in
The underlined
terms are defined
and suggested
for
literature.
depiction
on maps.
The Sub-committee
has also noted that many of the
terms will
appear on naps or charts prefixed
by appropriate
geographic
names.
.
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Description of survey (track spcing, lint crossings, grid network, etc.):

Estinintcd positional nccurxy in na~ttion1 milts:

usccl:

Ily mcnns of (cquipmcnt):

Discovcry facts: Dntc

Nnvignlion

Long.

FEATURE NliME PROPOSAL
.I. . _ . .
Nrmc proposccl

If for xt pcrso~~,stntc how nssociatcd with tltc fcnkrc to bc named

* Ilc:~sor~for cltoicc of name:

Not shown !)ut within nrcn covcrcd by

Shown but not nnlncd on chart (map)

_’

features):.

Shown and named ott chart (map) _

CJlnrt rcfcrcncc:

-

in

: . Lat.

UNDERSEA OR FtiRITIME
- . _. .

I

.

1

)

or cntcgorizing chnmctcristics (size, sh&c, dimensions, htst depth, stecpncss, ctc.--use

Associated fcnturcs:
i Z-L

for

Idclltifying

DcscripGon: Kind ot him-c:

-

Location

Ocean or Sea
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.PROPOSEDGUSDELlNES FOR TRE STAXQARDIZATION OF
UNDERSEA FEATUR2 N24M.23FOR iX?ZZ??IATIOXAL USE
I..

.

General

A. International
concern for naming unde rsea features is limited
to
those features entirely
or mainly (more than 50%) outside waters under
the jurisdiction
of states.
.
. .is a part of the ocean floor or seabed that
3. l'undersea feature"
has measurable relief
or is delimited
by relief.
. .

'
:

C. Names.used for many years may be accepted even though they donot conform to normal principles
of nomenclature.
..
D. Names approved by national names authorities
in waters beyond
national
limits
(i.e.,
international
tiaters) should be accepted by other
states if the names have been applied in conformance with internationally
accepted principles.
Names applied within the territorial
limits
of a
state should be recognized by other states.

.

E. In the event of a conflict,
the persons and agencies most directly
involved should resolve the matter.
Mere tire names have been applied
to the same feature,
the older name generally
should be accepted.
Were
a single name has been applied to two different
features,
the feature
named first
generally
should retain the name,.
.
.V.
F. Names not in the writing
system of the country applying the
names on maps or other documents should be transliterated
according to
the system adopted by the national
authority
applying the names.

*.

-

G. In international
progrrams, it should be the policy to use forms
of names applied by national
authorities
having responsibility
for thepertinent
area.
H.
.11:

States

Principles
A.

Specific

may utilize

their

preferred

for Ilaming Features

versions

'_.

of exonyms,

*

Terms

.I
Short and simple terms (or na-es) are preferable,
8,
concern in nami,-ig is to provide effective,
2. The principal
.
conveniently
usable, and appropriate
reference;
commemoration of persons
or ships is a secondary consideration.
1.

f,.

. .

choice of a specific
term, where feasible,
should
3. The first
be .one associated with a geographical
feature;
e.g., Aleutian Ridge,
Aleutian Trench , Peru-Chile Trench, Barrow Canyon.
4. Specific
terms for other features can be used to commemorate
ships or other vehicles,
expeditions,
or scientific
institutes
involved
in the discovery of the feature,
or to honor the memory of famous persons.
Where a ship name is used, it should be that of the discovering
ship, or
if that has been previously
used for a similar
feature,
it should -be the
name of the ship verifying
the feature,
e.g., San Pablo Seamount, Atlantis
'I
II Seamounts.
If names of living
persons are used (surnames are preferable)
.
5.
they should be limited. to those who have made an outstanding
or fundamental
contribution
to ocean sciences.
6. Groups of like features may be named collectively
categories
of historical
persons, mythical features,
stars,
fish, birds, animals, etc.
Examples are as follows:

Musicians

Seamounts

Electricians

Seamounts

&.a Minor Ridge and
Trough Province
7. Descriptive
refer to distinguishing
Seamounts).

other

for specific
constellations,

.' Bach Seaaount,
Brahms Seamqunt,
Schubert Seamount
Volta Seamount, Ampere Seamount,
Galvani Seamount
Suhail Ridge,,Kochab
Trough

.

Ridge, Polaris

names are acceptable,
particularly
when they
characteristics
(e.g., Hook Ridge, Horseshoe
\

8.
Names of well-known or large features
features should have the same spelling.

elements of names.should
9. Specific
language of the nation providing
the accepted

*.

that

are applied

not be translated
name.

to

from the

.

.

..

_ ‘:s
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II

..
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Generic Terms

B.

1.
definitions

Generic terms should be selected from the attached
of features.
to reflect
physiographic
descriptions

list

of

2.
Generic terms applied to features appearing on charts or
other products should be in the language of the nation issuing the products.
In those cases where terms have achieved international
currency in a
national
form, that form should be retained.

3. It should be recognized that as ocean mapping continues,
features will be discovered for which existing
terminology
is not adequate;
New terms required to describe these features should conform to the
guidelines
cited under B.1,
.

III.

Procedures

1 .

for Naming Features

.

A. Individuals
international
waters
and procedures.
B,

and agencies applying names to unnamed features in
should adhere to internationally
accepted principles
/
$1
The attached form is recommended as a model for new proposals.

identification
of its character,
c. Prior to the naming of a feature,
extent,
and position
shall have been established
sufficiently
for identification,
:
Position's should be given in terms of geographic coordinates.'
If-it
is,
necessary to refer to a feature before such full identifiability
has
been established,
it is suggested that the reference be by coordinates
and generic term with the addition of (PA)--Position
Approximate--after
the coordinates
if the position
is not adequately
established
and (?)
after the generic term if the nature of the feature is in some doubt,' .
\
D. New names should be approved by the appropriate
national
authorities.
before being published.
u
If a national authority
has reason to change the name of a
featurG:it
named originally
, information
explaining
the change should be .'
If there is opposition
to a
-circulated
to other concerned authorities.
name change, the involved authorities
should communicate with each other
to resolve the question.
.
authorities
approving names of features should regularly
F. --National
publicize
their names decisions.
.

G,
jurisdiction
above..

National authorities
naming features within their territorial
should conform to the principles
and procedures stated

.

f
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